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 The license key can be read directly from the software itself (a form of embedded key or USB token) or entered on an internet website. Distributing software applications over the Internet is highly dangerous. Such activities are known as software piracy. In particular, the German Pirate Party was able to collect signatures on a petition to ban mass-market software piracy in Germany. The Pirate Party
set up a webpage that displayed the message "Lange Diskussion? Engagement verdoppelt" ("Let's have a long discussion?", literally "Double engagement"). The Pirate Party said that the quality of many pirated copies was extremely poor, and that 80% of German Internet users were concerned about the problem of pirated software. The party was able to collect 113,000 signatures in a single week, and

they were able to mobilize a large amount of media attention to the issue, including a segment on the popular Bunte Report magazine. The German Publishers' Association (GPV) and German Broadcasting association (BDK) strongly supported the software-licensing initiative. The GPV called the political platform of piracy "unacceptable", and BDK claimed that software piracy caused the "loss of
employment opportunities" for the software and publishing industry. GPV president Wilhelm Keßler said that he expected a "significant increase" in the total number of German households with pirated software. The GPV also emphasized that the organization "doesn't want to become a branch of the national police force", but that it had "the duty to prevent any and all infringements of copyright".
Scholz also demanded that law enforcement agencies be empowered to arrest and imprison pirates. Scholz called on the German government to develop and implement laws for the enforcement of copyright law, stating that "very good solutions" existed and were used in most European countries. He also suggested that it might be possible to gather additional revenue for authors and publishers by

means of a compulsory mechanical license. The German Publishers' Association also advocated a change in the German patent law, which generally does not grant patent protection to individual software components. The association maintained that a patent requirement could prevent companies from effectively suing other companies that infringe their patents. In May 2009, Scholz called for criminal
copyright infringement trials to be held in parallel to ongoing privacy-related cases, which was supported by the German Federal Data Protection Commissioner. This motion was originally developed by Scholz's own party, but was ultimately agreed to by the whole Bundestag. 520fdb1ae7
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